GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES
IN THE WORKPLACE
What are the biggest challenges of new generations

First, it can provide a clearer path for mothers to

entering the workforce? What are the opportunities

manage their work/life balance if they are not expected

and benefits?

to be sitting in the office at the desk from 9 to 5 (and
later), five days a week. The flexibility to come and

Jay Wetterau, Fieldfisher:
“As law firms compete to recruit and retain the best
talent, recognising and accommodating the different
working styles and attitudes of young lawyers can make
the competitive difference. There are challenges faced
by accommodating different generations, but they are
far outweighed by the benefits.”

Challenge: Presenteeism

go to manage childcare, and to log-on later in the
evening, can make a huge difference in creating a
sustainable working pattern and career path. Second,
by encouraging all parents to work flexibly, it helps
remove the stigma that only mothers are responsible
for childcare and parenting responsibilities. We see
sharing responsibilities at home. By facilitating parents
of all genders to participate in childcare, firms can help

“The biggest challenge is the continued, outdated focus

that “mothers” opt out of the partnership path, firms

on presenteeism. Technology has changed so quickly

can balance their talent pipelines, resulting in a “win”

over the past twenty years, yet many attitudes haven’t

for everyone. Allowing flexibility doesn’t just benefit

changed at the same pace. Seamless remote working

parents. There are many other “strands” of diversity

is now standard. Firms need to educate those senior

that can benefit. Younger people are increasingly more

leaders and managers who do not allow flexibility within

open about mental health and neurodiversity. Firms

their teams. Firms then need to hold them accountable

who have open, honest conversations about these

for outdated, inflexible behaviour. The negative effects

topics, and combine them with flexible solutions and

resulting from this inflexibility are severe but easily

support, can reap the benefits of healthier, happier

preventable. Not only can inflexibility result in the loss

and more loyal employees. Another group who need

of bright young talent, the message that the firm is not

increasing support are those dealing with symptoms

progressive or welcoming of different working styles will

of menopause. The most progressive of firms are now

quickly spread in the market, and talented recruits will

openly speaking about this once taboo topic, offering

go elsewhere. In an industry where lawyers account for

support to both those coping with menopause, and

all their time, regardless of where they are working, and

those who are managing them.”

furthermore can be reached if needed at any moment,
irrational and counter-productive.”

Angela contributed to our magazine with an article on

often focused on the introduction of ’wellbeing

mental health in the legal industry, see page 23.

weeks’ and days, ’wellbeing rooms‘, yoga and tai
chi, self-knowledge and spirituality, ’data detox’
periods, etc. What is the balance of responsibilities
between the individual and the organisation about
“managing”/reaching a balance?

Opportunity: more than just money

Angela Kerek, Morrison & Foerster:
“As a former tennis professional, I can see the parallels
between the approaches used by professional athletes
to deliver peak performance in their sports and
those used by legal professionals in their careers.
There is currently a mental health crisis in the legal
industry. To address this crisis we need to take a
holistic approach to the physical, mental and social
wellbeing of an individual. I would encourage law firms
to create guidelines and incentives for management
and leaders. They need to implement frameworks of
appropriate checks and balances to support the health,
both physical and mental, of their work force. I would
recommend creating healthy choice programs in the
workplace to enable people to live healthier lives.
I would individually encourage each of us working
within the legal industry to focus on our own selfcare. To improve our own overall health and have a
chance to thrive in the social environment in which we
choose to live and work, we cannot ignore an inward

“Increasingly, people are not driven solely by money

focus. To avoid feeling drained, frustrated or merely

and salary, as may have been the case in the past.

surviving, we need to get a handle on our emotional

Firms that emphasize meaningful initiatives on
“One of the biggest opportunities is to view generational

lives. We need to strengthen our bodies and create

I&D, CR, pro bono, well-being, mental health and

differences through the lens of intersectionality. For

positive energizing work environments. Anything we do

employee engagement will attract the best talent.

example, by encouraging parents –fathers, mothers or

and any small step we take in this regard is progress.

Firms with inclusive cultures appeal more to a younger

any other combination - to work outside the office on

Emphasizing our own health has no downsides. Start

demographic. This is especially true of firms which are

their own schedules, it can promote gender diversity in

by being kind, to ourselves and to others. Kindness has

meaningfully integrated in their communities.

an unlimited upside potential.”

Opportunity: benefits of Intersectionality

two ways.
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We see in the legal practice that there is a debate

that younger generations of parents are increasingly

shift their cultures. By removing the preconception

the insistence that they be in the office at all times is

MENTAL HEALTH
AND
WELLBEING
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